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The involvement of metal ions within the self-assembly spontaneously occurring in surfactant-based systems gives additional and interesting features. The electronic states of the metal, together with the bonds that can be established with the organic amphiphilic counterpart, are the factors triggering new photophysical properties. Moreover, the availability of stimuli-responsive supramolecular amphiphile assemblies, able to disassemble in a back-process, provides reversible switching particularly useful in novel approaches and applications giving rise to truly smart materials. In particular, small amphiphiles with an inner distribution, within their molecular architecture, of various polar and apolar functional groups, can give a wide variety of interactions and therefore enriched self-assemblies. If it is joined with the opportune presence and localization of noble metals, whose chemical and photophysical properties are undiscussed, then very interesting materials can be obtained. In this minireview, the basic concepts on self-assembly of small amphiphilic molecules with noble metals are shown with particular reference to the photophysical properties aiming at furnishing to the reader a panoramic view of these exciting problematics. In this respect, the following will be shown: (i) the principles of self-assembly of amphiphiles that involve noble metals, (ii) examples of amphiphiles and amphiphile-noble metal systems as representatives of systems with enhanced photophysical properties, and (iii) final comments and perspectives with some examples of modern applications.

1. Introduction

Modern technology applications have ever-increasing demand of hybrid nanomaterials based on metal complexes not only because of their small size but also thanks to the presence of exotic properties arising from the combination of molecular properties and novel and/or synergistic emergent ones. Electronic states and optical properties, indeed, are the consequence of the various interactions involved and of the specific self-assembly, which can be sensitive to various external stimuli [1, 2]. An efficient protocol for the piloted design of nanomaterials is in general to exploit the natural tendency of intermolecular self-assembly triggered by the various polar, apolar, H-bonds, ionic, atomic, etc. interactions.

Self-assembly in amphiphiles is particularly interesting: they in fact simultaneously possess both polar and apolar moieties within their molecular architecture [3, 4]. So, various and different possible intermolecular interactions can be simultaneously established: polar-polar, polar-apolar, and apolar-apolar interactions, as well as steric hindrance and eventual directional H-bonds. The overall result is the formation of supramolecular structures (micelles, vesicles, nanotubes, nanofibres, or lamellae) with peculiar structures
and properties mimicking biological systems [5, 6] and of added value in bionanotechnology, drug and gene delivery, and materials science [7].

The presence of coordination bonds with metal atoms further enriches the scenario of self-assembly and the relative applications. In this ambit, noble metals are the best candidates since their chemical and optical properties are peculiar and well studied [8]. The high number of electrons in metals gives specific properties and functions [9]. Usually, the properties are photophysical properties, which, if present in stimuli-responsive amphiphile-metal assemblies, can give rise to smart materials. In such materials, the assembly/disassembly (forward and back-processes) can be used for molecular optical switches.

Here, we want to give a modern vision of the topic, introducing the simultaneous consideration of two elements:

(1) A schematic and general vision based on the physics of complex systems. The possibility of a metal to bind molecular functional groups offers new possibilities in their intermolecular assembly. Usually, organic materials and inorganic ones are dealt with different disciplines (organic and inorganic chemistry, respectively) since they have different types of interactions. Despite facing different aspects, chemists are perfectly aware that two independently stable compounds can combine to form a new chemical compound with properties quite different from those of the constituents; this is usually seen as a “reaction” giving a change of the system. This vision is correct, of course, but we want here to present an alternative vision borrowing the concepts from the physics of complex systems: the different types of interactions are the perfect prerequisites for the rising of the so-called emerging properties, i.e., those properties that cannot be traced back to the single constituents (metals or organic molecules) but only to their collective/cooperative behaviour. Their evaluation, rationalization, and study involve the facing of many-body systems characterized by many bonds among them and can hardly be treated by the aforementioned chemical approach. For this, the physics of complex systems can be an alternative way deserving attention [10]

(2) To make the concept of amphiphile more actual. Usually, amphiphiles are modelled as simultaneously having a polar and an apolar part within their molecular architecture. These two parts have been always intended as moieties. So, traditionally, an amphiphile has one polar moiety and one apolar one. Here, we want to use a more useful and general concept of amphiphile, which can eventually have one or more polar and one or more apolar part functional groups. With the intervention of organic chemistry synthesis, it is common to deal with complex molecules with a lot of functional groups with different polarities, so the latter definition of amphiphile can be more satisfactory in many contexts. The presence of many different functional groups of course enriches the scenario of possible interactions and consequently the overall self-assembly, thus rendering the above cited vision based on the physics of many-body complex systems more adequate.

These new concepts are schematically depicted in Figure 1.

In this ambit, small amphiphiles are versatile molecules since they have a reduced steric hindrance allowing a higher orientational freedom in their self-assembly thanks to their reduced size. In addition, if various polar and various apolar groups are concurrently present in different locations of the molecule, then a complex distribution of polar and apolar interactions is foreseen giving enriched scenario of self-assembly possibilities. At the same time, noble metals have unique photophysical and chemical properties. When the building blocks are amphiphiles based on luminescent metal-organic or coordination complexes having sensitive photophysical properties, advanced dynamic functional systems are obtained with striking possibilities of applications in major fields like biomedical, electrooptics, sensing, etc. [11–16]. In this tutorial, we review the basic concepts on self-assembly of small amphiphilic molecules with metals that give supramolecular systems with luminescent properties. Besides the applications envisaged, these systems may bring important advances in fundamental research, by understanding the mechanism of self-assembling through weak intermolecular interactions which is ubiquitous in nature, thus permitting a better understanding of the processes in the living matter [17]. Importantly, the modification of the photophysical properties as a function of molecular environment can be used as a tool to investigate the molecular environment or the assembling mechanism.

While there is plenty of works focusing on the aspects of self-assembly, preparations of metal-amphiphile assemblies, and their applications in photophysics, the novel aspect of this contribution is to furnish to the reader a panoramic view of this exciting problematic in the fascinating framework/wordformalism of physics of complexity, simultaneously offering a concrete and updated picture of the state-of-the-art of the published works.

We wanted to prepare an easy-to-read critical summary interconnecting different disciplines like physics of complex systems (i.e., those systems where the overall properties cannot be described in terms of the properties of their constituents since emerging properties arise due to peculiar interactions, synergistic effects, and collective phenomena), coordination chemistry, and applications, with the final aim to tickle the reader’s imagination and to hopefully stimulate new ideas and research.

2. Amphiphiles and Their (Self-)Assembly with Metals

The term amphiphile is quite general, since it refers to any kind of molecule simultaneously possessing both a polar and an apolar part within its molecular architecture. Even the presence of a very small polar group, like -OH, in a much wider apolar structure, like in cholesterol, can confer
amphiphilic properties. Indeed, cholesterol tunes membrane fluidity within the phospholipidic bilayer of cell membranes due to its amphiphilic properties.

Although there are many works covering all the specific aspects involved in the self-assembly of such molecules, a critical and multidisciplinary treatment, giving sight from the top of all the aspects, can be of benefit for researches approaching this topic. At the same time, specific references will be also shown as sources of further details.

It is obvious that amphiphilicity triggers the simultaneous presence of different types of intermolecular (noncovalent) interactions: H-bonds, van der Waals interactions, \( \pi-\pi \) ones, electrostatic effects, and so on. A detailed description of such interactions and their entities is reported in Reference [5]. If such interactions are weak (so called "soft interactions" of the order of few kJ·mol\(^{-1}\)) but a multiplicity of interaction sites is present, then several mechanisms of structuring are possible [18–20] giving the field of soft-matter science: polymeric materials, membranes, quaternary structures of proteins, colloids, foams, detergents, and ionic liquids [21–23] with an overall effect strong enough to hold together different building blocks sometimes having different molecular structures [24–26].

However, even the presence of a reduced number of weak interactions of the order of the \( K_B T \) factor (i.e., the typical thermal energy at temperature \( T \), where \( K_B \) is the Boltzmann constant) at room temperature can give reversibility which is one key characteristic of stimuli-responsive smart materials.

In this ambit, comprehension and detailed treatment of the main forces acting in nanostructures (hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic effects, screened electrostatic interaction, steric repulsion, and van der Waals forces) are necessary [27–29].

The metal can be bonded by opportune polar functional groups of the amphiphiles which are able to form coordination bonds (like hydroxyl, amino, carboxylic, etc. groups). However, there are two basic phenomena at the bottom of the building up of amphiphile-metal assemblies:

1. The inclusion of metal-containing species (salts, coordination complexes, nanoparticles, etc.) within the compartmentalizing domain formed by the self-assembly of amphiphiles
2. The direct interaction between the metal atoms and the amphiphilic molecules

Let us see these two contributions separately.

2.1. Self-Assembly of Amphiphiles and the Inclusion of Metal Atoms in Convenient Domains. Here, it must be preliminarily shown the distribution of polar and apolar sites in amphiphile-based complex systems. The morphologies of the assembled structures can be various and depend on several parameters: composition, surfactant concentration, and type of amphiphiles as well as temperature and pressure. Figure 2 shows some examples of possible structures.

Such structures can be found in two-component (amphiphile/solvent system) but also in three-component systems (polar/amphiphile/apolar) whose aggregation pattern can be described by triangular phase diagrams.

Generally speaking, the surfactant concentration is of utmost importance: at very low concentration, the entropic driving force makes molecules randomly dispersed, whereas at higher amphiphile concentration, their interactions gives an enthalpic contribution and make them assemble. Anisotropy of structures, bicontinuity of microphases, and liquid crystals are always the consequence of the balance of intermolecular interactions and steric interactions [30–32].

Nonionic amphiphiles [33] have even more complex aggregation patterns. For them, usually a cloud point exists, as a consequence of collective phenomena involving a large number of macromolecules [34]. Temperature effects, of course, cannot be neglected in this situation.

In this scenario, there are different possibilities to find sites for metal binding, which usually are bound to the polar groups. So, the domains formed as a consequence of the polar/apolar nanosegregation can act as local, compartmentalizing nanoreactors, in few words exerting templating functions.
However, they must not be considered as rigid parts nor closed substructures: the weakness of the interactions involved makes them evanescent and characterized by a wide variety of dynamical processes (e.g., conformational change of monomers, lateral diffusion of monomers within the aggregate, and aggregate breaking/reforming/scission/shape fluctuation), each one with a characteristic time scale. These aspects are clearly discussed and commented on in an easy-to-read minireview by Calandra et al. [10]. Therefore, such structures must be considered only in terms of time- and space-averaged systems.

The shape of such aggregated structures can be controlled considering the so-called critical packing factor (Cpp) introduced by Israelachvili [35, 36] and defined as

\[ Cpp = \frac{V_0}{A_{mic} l_c} \]

where \( V_0 \) is the volume of the hydrophobic chains, \( l_c \) is the maximum effective length (critical chain length), and \( A_{mic} \) is the effective hydrophobic head group surface area.

Changing molecular shape gives different \( V_0, l_c, \) and \( A_{mic} \) and, consequently, different Cpp values which, synthetically, are correlated by different structures, as summarized in Table 1.

This gives the researcher the opportunity to prepare, by organic synthesis methods, ad hoc molecules having desired morphologies; synthetic or natural phospholipids which are generally made up of one hydrophilic head and two hydrophobic tails [37, 38], for example, give usually closed amphiphile bilayer structures (liposomes). In micelles, the radius is usually 5–50 nm [39] while in vesicles, the size usually spans around 10 nm-10 μm due to concentric bilayer surfaces in an onion-like structure [40–42]. More complex structures of amphiphiles are of course more difficult to rationalize due to complex synergistic effects [43, 44].

The inclusion of metal-based compounds may influence the phase diagram of the surfactants in water in either cooperative or destructive ways, depending on their nature. For example, transition metal complexes with an overall hydrophobic nature will be hosted in the hydrophobic core of the micelles, while water soluble complexes will be part of the corona shell or solvated in the water media. Accurate photophysical investigations in the case of luminescent complexes may represent a key tool to investigate the exact location of the complexes [45, 46].

2.2. Amphiphile-Metal Interaction. Direct amphiphile polar head-metal atom interaction can be quite strong, thus giving a marked contribution to the overall self-assembly. Usually, Lewis bases donate electron density to the metal centre which behaves as Lewis acid. According to the covalent bond classification proposed by Green and Parkin [47], there are different types of ligands. These are

(1) L-type ligands (neutral two-electron donors like in metal-ligand with dative interaction)

(2) X-type ligands (where one electron comes from the metal and the other from the ligand)

(3) Z-type ligands (if the metal is an electron density donor towards the ligand)

It is interesting to note that it can be regarded as a categorization based on the type of interactions rather than being a classification of the type of ligands. The type and strength of such interactions can depend on several factors: electrostatics and orbital overlap [48] can give an estimation of the metal-ligand bond strength.

Complexes of transition metals form strong bonds with hard Lewis basic ligands like those having N- and O- donor atoms [49]. Some estimation of bond strengths [50] are reported in Table 2 and compared with H-bonds and typical C-C single bonds.

This clearly indicates that the metal-ligand bond is quite strong. It is so strong that it can be considered as a driving force in soft matter self-assembly. The strength of a bond, indeed, is directly related to the energy that the system gains during its formation: the stronger the bond, the higher the amount of energy involved and, consequently, the stronger the tendency of the system to follow that specific reaction/change pathway. We can also suggest the following relation between bond valences (\( v \)) and bond lengths even if correlation between bond strength and bond lengths is still under discussion [51]:

\[ v = e^{(R-d)/b} \]
Table 2: Energies of some representative bonds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>Energy (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu-N bond in [CuCl₂(NH₃)₂]</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn-O in [Zn₄O(O₂CC₆H₄CO₂)₃]</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-bond</td>
<td>10-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-C covalent bond</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where \( R \) is the experimental single bond length, \( d \) is the bond distance, and \( b \) is the Brown-Altermatt constant (\( b = 0.37 \text{ Å} \)).

A bond length of \( >3.5 \text{ Å} \) corresponds to a valence close to zero. This is just an example showing the usefulness of the valence bond theory. This theory, focusing on how the atomic orbitals combine to give individual chemical bonds when a molecule is formed, is simple and of practical use in the case of metal-molecule self-assembly, where the high number of electrons typically possessed by the metal can sometimes present problems. Furthermore, in a modern vision of the valence bond theory, the overlapping atomic orbitals are replaced by the overlapping of orbitals expanded over a large number of basic functions, which gives a competitive way to calculate reliable energies in quantum mechanics procedures [52], where again, the high number of metal electrons generally constitutes a difficulty to overcome. However, for details on valence bond theory, the curious reader is referred to Reference [53].

The bonds with metallic species can be exploited for surface stabilization/functionality in nanoparticle capping (see later), and their further ordering can give the so-called “metamaterials” with emerging/collective magnetic, optical, and electronic behaviours, of precious use in nanoelectronic and nanophotonic [54, 55]. In this ambit, the organic-inorganic interface is of utmost importance [56] and is exploited in magnetic nanoparticles for bioapplications, core-shell structures for simultaneous magnetic resonance (MR), and fluorescence imaging and for drug delivery [57, 58]. For a panoramic view of all these aspects, see the review by Wei et al. [59].

Having explored the aspects involved in amphiphile-metal organization, we now start showing the state-of-the-art of the amphiphile-noble metal complexes where the photophysical properties of the self-assembled structures are investigated.

3. Supramolecular Assembly and the Final Structure

Once we have shed light on the basic principles for amphiphile-metal bonding and assembly, we must now face the problem of how such assembly interacts to form the final structure. The idea of self-assembled structures of amphiphiles working as templates for metal hosting must somehow be completed since amphiphile self-assembly can be, in turn, dependent on the presence of the metal and vice versa. On the other hand, the amphiphile-metal interactions become in competition with the huge number of other interactions which, even if of lower intensity, can be prominent due to their high number of sites. This situation is typical in soft matter [60].

The hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity balance turns out to be not the unique driving force, since \( \pi-\pi \) interactions, van der Waals interactions, H-bonds, and even metal-metal, metal-ligand, ligand-ligand interactions are also present [61], enriching a scenario typical of complex systems. In this framework, different kinds of assembly can be present:

(i) Isodesmic assembly, where the change in the free energy for the addition or subtraction of a molecule from an assembly is independent of the size of the assembly

(ii) Cooperative assembly, where more than one molecule is involved in creating or destroying an assembly, so a specific number of molecules are necessary to form an assembly. In such a process, interactions between the molecules play a necessary role

(iii) More complicated processes of assembly (quasi-isodesmic assembly, activation and growth assembly, nucleation and growth assembly, etc.), behaving as a combination of simple processes

For a review of such mechanisms, see Reference [62].

The mechanism of aggregation is hard to foresee due to the complexity of the systems. Generally speaking, upon gradual increase of hydrophilicity of the amphiphile backbone, a change from cooperative to isodesmic is observed. It is believed that cooperative self-assemblies occur only in specific hydrophobic/hydrophilic patterns in a delicate balance of all the other interactions like metal-metal, \( \pi-\pi \) interactions, and H-bonds which synergistically assist the building up of the self-assembled structures. The more complex and/or cumulative driving forces with respect to the classical low molecular weight surfactants may be one reason for the lowering of the critical aggregation concentration (CAC) with one or even two orders of magnitude, observed in some supramolecular assemblies based on metal complexes.

In Figure 3, the delicate equilibrium among all these interactions in sustaining the self-assembled structure is schematically depicted.

This can be taken as a first hint that amphiphile self-assembly and the direct amphiphile-metal interactions are, as a matter of fact, interconnected. In the following paragraph, we will show some applications in support of this view.

3.1. Some Applications: Evidences That Amphiphile Self-Assembly and the Direct Amphiphile-Metal Interactions Are Interconnected. The self-assembled structures of amphiphiles can also host molecule clusters [63], thus allowing their stabilization. Metal nanoparticles are also usually synthesized within the polar core of reversed micelles. A precursor salt, being polar, is solubilized in the confined space of the polar domains and then reduced by addition of a convenient chemical species [64]. Also, semiconductors (CdSe, ZnS, CdS, etc.) are synthesized exploiting the segregation properties of polar domains. See, for example, the review by Eastoe et al. and
within the micelle cores resulting in luminescent micellar for their obtainment, mainly by the encapsulation of emitters, notice that although HDEHP has been de and in lanthanide separation [77, 78]. It is interesting to phosphoric acid [76], also bis(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric elements in hydrometallurgy [75]. Extraction processes can be used for separation of rare earth and its interaction with amphiphiles open new scenarios in the design and fabrication of novel materials [74]. The bonds between the surfactants and metal ions constitute interactions used in water purification field. Solvent extraction processes can be used for separation of rare earth elements in hydrometallurgy [75]. Usually, derivatives of phosphoric acid are used as follows: besides the commonly used bis(4-ethylcyclohexyl) phosphoric acid [76], also bis(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (HDEHP) finds applications as, for example, in cobalt and in lanthanide separation [77, 78]. It is interesting to notice that although HDEHP has been defined “an excellent extractant of rare earth metal ions” in the article by Yuan et al. [79], in the same article, the authors mixed it with a cationic trimethyltetracetylammonium hydroxide (TTAOH) in water, generating a birefringent LR phase consisting of densely stacked multilamellar vesicles. As can be seen, the two aspects that we have presented distinctly for didactical purposes are, as a matter of fact, interconnected. Indeed, the alkyl phosphate tendency to bind metals can cause the formation of a layer of opportune oriented molecules onto metal surfaces for its protection: Guo et al. [80] investigated the formation of triphenyl phosphate and bis-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate films on iron surface using both experimental methods and molecular simulations. This phenomenon inspired their use as protective agent (inhibitors) towards tarnishing in silver [81]. Luminescent micelles are attractive for imaging biological tissues; thus, in recent decades, efforts have been devoted for their obtainment, mainly by the encapsulation of emitters within the micelle cores resulting in luminescent micellar coassemblies [82–84]. Ultrasmall nanomicelles formed in water by semiconducting polymer dots containing phosphorescent Ir(III) complexes were showed to pass across the cytoplasm cell membrane and by irradiation generate singlet oxygen that induces effectively the apoptosis and death of tumor cells [85]. Similarly, dual-emissive conjugated polymer dots in phosphate buffer solution containing a phosphorescent Pt(II) porphyrin complex were shown to exhibit excellent intracellular ratiometric oxygen sensing properties in living cells, and the luminescence imaging of a tumor hypoxia in mice was performed by oxygen sensing experiments [86]. Pt(II) complex encapsulated in the hydrophobic core of some poly(epsilon-caprolactone)s were investigated as extracellular or intracellular multiparameter sensing systems [87]. Metal-based surfactants may directly form micellar structures in water, with unique supramolecular structures and sensitive properties easily tunable by external agents. The advantages over their organic counterparts are resulting from their enhanced photostability, long luminescent lifetimes that remove background interferences, and large Stokes shifts [88]. For example, a water soluble tris-cyclometalated Ir(III) complex having polar side chains based on oligo(ethylene glycol) with a terminal ammonium alkyl group, forming nanoparticles in water, was shown to be effective as a cell imaging agent due to proper cellular uptake, high emission brightness, and nonlinear absorption ability at submicromolar concentration [89]. Finally, we would like to point out that there can be interesting uses also in catalysis [90]. The peculiar self-assembly of amphiphiles and their tendency to bind metal surely make these substances an interesting class of materials to be tailored for specific applications in catalysis.

4. Supramolecular Aggregates of Luminescent Transition d-Block Metal Complexes in Water

Several strategies have been adopted in order to induce supramolecular assembling properties in water for d-block metal complexes, principally due to the facility of obtaining heteroleptic species, with two or even three different nature ligands. Given the intrinsic hydrophobicity of a metal complex formed upon coordination with two or three chelating ligands, the simplest way to induce amphiphilicity is to graft hydrophilic chains on one of the ligands (Figure 4), of polyethylene glycol (pEG) type, yielding surfactant type complexes. The major difference from the classical surfactants, however, is the change of the nature of the hydrophilic/hydrophobic part, respectively in the case of classical surfactants the hydrophobic part is formed by fluid alkyl chains. Other strategies are based on grafting neutral or charged solubilizing groups on one of the ligand (Figure 4, B), conferring thus hydrophilicity to the metal complex, while the hydrophobicity is ensured by the grafting of alkyl chains on a coligand. Not lastly, introduction of solubilizing counterions in charged complexes may
Finally, the complexes have long-lived emission lifetimes due to the spin-forbidden nature of the relaxation from the triplet state to the ground state. The photophysical properties of transition metal complexes are considered lately to be a winning strategy for applications in biomedicine as therapeutic and/or diagnostic agents [10, 11, 91–95]. However, in the aggregate state, new excited states may be formed, different from those exhibited by the isolated molecule, yielding different decay pathways that may be (i) nonradiative—this phenomenon being defined as aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ) or radiative, the so-called aggregation-induced emission (AIE). These new excited states may be formed in the ground state or in the excited states, respectively, through excimer formation. Moreover, the aggregation may induce AIE by restricting the intramolecular motions (RIM), by steric hindrance or by hindering the access of oxygen, a well-known quencher of phosphorescent probes. Finally, the photophysical properties of transition metals are sensitive to the molecular environment; therefore, they can be used not only for sensing but also for proving the supramolecular assembling in dynamic systems like the examples presented further (vide infra).

4.2. Surfactant-Type Transition Metal Complexes

4.2.1. Pt(II) Amphiphilic Coordination Complexes. Several research groups obtained important results with Pt(II) complexes, exploiting the flat coordination geometry of the square planar metal centre that makes them more prone to be piled up into supramolecular assemblies. In certain conditions, Pt⋯Pt metallophilic interactions may be formed wherein one side contributes to the self-assembling, while on the other side, the close vicinity of the metallic centres induces the formation of new orbitals due to d2 interactions leading to metal-metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MMLCT) states. Thus, luminescence switching between different emitting states due to the arrangement into supramolecular “soft” dynamic sheet-like, micellar, vesicular, rod-like, or fibrous structures triggered by external stimuli like concentration,

![Figure 4: Schematic illustration of different types of amphiphilic complexes and the resulting hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity nature after functionalization.](image-url)
temperature, and presence of nonsolvent may be obtained. As a function of substituents and, respectively, the hydrophobic/hydrophilic unit nature, the possible structures formed by amphiphilic surfactant-type Pt(II) coordination complexes in water are represented in Figure 5.

The stronger the Pt⋯Pt interaction (shorter distances), the more bathochromically shifted is the MMLCT band, and this property can be used to investigate the formation of supramolecular soft nanostructures in solution, as demonstrated by several groups whose research is presented as follows. The Pt(II) complexes are divided as a function of the ligand type.

(1)Pt(II) Complexes Based on Bis(triazolyl)pyridine-Type (tzpy) Ligand. Aliprandi et al. reported the synthesis of an amphiphilic neutral Pt(II) complex with a tridentate N^N^N ligand based on a functionalized bis(triazol-5-yl)pyridine (tzpy) and an N-donor pyridinic coligand substituted with a triethylene glycol (3EG) chain (complex Pt_1 in Figure 6) [96]. The smart design provided a hydrophobic flat chelate unit having a hydrophilic pendant chain and an NH function on the coligand able to participate to the assembly through directional H-bonds. In a dioxane solution, the complex exists in molecular solvated form, displaying a weak blue luminescence (Φ = 0.01) and a short excited lifetime (τ = 2.6 ns) arising mainly from a triplet-ligand-centred (^3LC) state. The complex belong to a family of neutral Pt(II) complexes able to self-assemble into highly emissive nanosheets, nanowires, or polymeric supramolecular structures essentially through metallophilic, hydrophobic, and π-π stacking interactions [97, 98].

By playing with solvent composition and light, three different supramolecular assemblies were successfully entrapped and characterized as two kinetically metastable and a thermodynamically stable form. Flash injection of a dioxane solution of Pt_1 into water yielded a metastable kinetic state in which the molecules form soft vesicles with a hydrodynamic diameter (D_h) = 126 nm, having the Pt(II) complexes in the inner core with short Pt⋯Pt metallophilic interactions and the hydrophilic 3EG tails facing the polar media (reverse mode vesicle, Figure 5). The aggregates showed a strong emission in the orange region of the visible spectra with a long excited state lifetime value (Φ = 0.84, τ = 646 ns). The system interconverts in time into a thermodynamically stable isoform, where the complexes are arranged into micrometer-long fibre structures with optical properties similar to those of the monomeric specie, indicating the absence of the Pt⋯Pt interactions (Figure 5—layer arrangement without metal-metal interactions). However, the

![Figure 5: Schematic representation of the possible supramolecular assemblies of amphiphilic coordination complexes in aqueous media.](image-url)
emission quantum yield and lifetime values of the system are increased with respect to the single molecule, due to the enhancement of rigidity and shielding of the oxygen quenching ($\Phi = 0.20$, $\tau = 1080 \text{ ns}$). UV-vis experiments under thermodynamic control showed that the mechanism of assembly of the fibre structures is a cooperative nucleation-elongation process, while for the nanoparticles, an isodesmic assembly was revealed. During kinetic studies, a second metastable form was unrevealed, which was successfully entrapped by photochemical conversion through irradiation of the thermally stable fibre assembly. The second kinetic metastable structure is formed by green-emissive fibre assemblies in which the complexes are not isolated as in the thermodynamically stable fibre structure, being arranged in a face-to-face fashion like in the metastable vesicular assembly, however, having larger distances between the metal centres (Figure 5—layer arrangement with metal-metal interactions). Importantly, the different photophysical properties of the aggregates were used as a fingerprint to obtain a real-time visualization of the dynamic evolution of the assemblies.

Further, the modulation of the number, charge, and nature of the hydrophilic group was achieved by grafting on the pyridinic coligand through an amide linkage a gallate unit substituted with several hydrophilic flexible groups (complexes Pt_2a-e in Figure 6) [99]. For complexes Pt_2a-b, the hydrophilic unit is comprised of neutral tetraethylene glycol (4EG) chains, while for complexes Pt_2c-d, the hydrophilicity of the flexible 4EG chains is reinforced by negatively charged terminal sulfate units. Pt_2e has an extended hydrophobic part comprised of both a rigid complex cation and fluid undecyl alkyl chains that is balanced by small hydrophilic negative charged groups as terminal units. All complexes Pt_2a-e aggregate in water and have CAC in the range of 10-50 $\mu M$. The modulation of the substituents on the pyridinic coligand yielded the self-assembly into different morphology nanoparticles. Complexes Pt_2a-d form in aqueous TRIS buffer aggregates with the hydrodynamic diameter ($D_h$) in the size range of 5-25 nm, while complex Pt_2e, with a larger hydrophobic part, forms larger fibre particles with $D_h$ of 150 nm, 100-300 nm length, and 6 nm width. The aggregates showed red-shifted emission with respect to the isolated molecules in THF and strong enhancement of the luminescence quantum yield ($\Phi = 0.14-0.60$) accompanied by long excited lifetime values (up to 550 nm). The red-shift of the emission maxima suggests the formation of Pt⋯Pt interactions inside the aggregates. Tailored morphology and functionality luminescent virus-like particles were
obtained using these Pt(II) aggregates as templates with capsid proteins.

Further, the pyridine coligand was parasubstituted with an alkyl chain terminated with a charged pyridinium unit acting as the hydrophilic moiety, similar with complex Pt_2e (complexes Pt_3a-e in Figure 5) [100]. Orange-red emission was obtained in water diluted solutions for all complexes (c = 5·10^{-5} M), attributed again to triplet 3MMLCT transitions due to strong electronic coupling between closed platinum centres. The variation of the chain length does not change the emission energy of the aggregates; however, lowering of the luminescence quantum yield was observed for shorter chain derivatives, most probably due to the proximity of the pyridinium unit that can quench the platinum emission through an electron transfer process. At very low concentrations (c = 10^{-6} M), the complexes form a linear supramolecular polymer (layer arrangement in Figure 5) driven by π-π stacking and Pt···Pt interactions, and with increasing concentration due to hydrophobic interactions, spherical aggregates of the vesicular/micellar type are formed. Upon encapsulation in silica matrices, similar emission energy profiles are observed, however, with increased luminescence quantum yields and longer excited state lifetime values.

It is worth mentioning other analogue amphiphilic neutral Pt(II) complexes based on 2,6-bis(tetrazol-5-yl) pyridine and EG functionalized pyridine coligand used to build up supramolecular polymeric 1D and 2D nanostructures; however, no investigations in aqueous solutions were performed [101, 102].

A structurally similar class of Pt(II) complexes based on 2,6-bis(1-propanesulfonate-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)pyridine and alkynyl aromatic substituents was designed and characterized by Li et al. [103]. Herein, the tridentate ligand is functionalized with hydrophilic substituents forming thus the polar part, while the coligand is included in the hydrophobic part of the molecule (complexes Pt_4a-c in Figure 7). At low concentration, the complexes show structureless emission bands centred in the red region (672-702 nm) derived from 3MMLCT excited states. The increase of concentration induces a small red-shift of the emission maxima and enhancement of the emission quantum yield, indication of an aggregation in water media assisted by metal-metal and π-π stacking interactions. SEM and TEM images showed that while complexes Pt_4a and Pt_4c form rod-like assemblies, complex Pt_4b forms nanofibres (Figure 5—classical mode). By addition of tetrahydrofuran, a solvation of the aggregates formed in water followed by a reaggregation into analogous shape aggregates but with reverse morphology was induced with increasing THF content: while in water, the hydrophobic part of molecules are aggregated through aromatic stacking interactions of the phenyl aromatic rings with the heterocycles more dispersed and the sulfonates pointing towards water; in tetrahydrofuran/water (9:1 v/v), the hydrophilic sulfonates are aggregated and the phenylethylnyl units are pointing towards the solvent (rod/fibre structures in classical mode in water and reverse mode in predominant tetrahydrofuran media—Figure 5).

(2)Pt(II) Complexes Based on Bis(benzimidazol)pyridine-Type (bzimpy) Ligand. Po et al. synthesized a series of amphiphilic Pt(II) complexes based on 2,6-bis(benzimidazol-2’-yl)pyridine (bzimpy) and chloride or alkynyl ligands (complexes Pt_5a-c in Figure 8) [104]. The functionalization of the bzimpy ligand with sulfonate-pendant alkyl chains yielded an overall anionic nature of the complex, the charge being counterbalanced by K⁺ cations. In water, the complexes exhibit weak luminescence at ~675-683 nm (Φ = 0.032–0.111), the low-energy structureless bands being assigned as 3MMLCT emission due to formation of vesicular aggregates (classical mode—Figure 5) with diameters of about 200 nm by Pt···Pt, π-π stacking, and hydrophobic interactions. Interestingly, a second assembly process through a partial deaggregation-aggregation mechanism, yielding nanorods or nanofibres, was triggered by addition of increasing volumes of nonaqueous solvents like acetone, tetrahydrofuran, ethanol, or acetonitrile for complexes Pt_5a and Pt_5c. On the contrary, only a deaggregation process was observed for complex Pt_5b with addition of nonaqueous solvents. The absence of the second aggregation was explained by the presence of the bulky substituent trimethylsilyl (TMS) on the alkyl hydrophobic coligand that likely prevented the reverse mode aggregation. The nanorods and nanofibres are built up by stronger Pt···Pt and π-π stacking interactions than those in the vesicular aggregates, with the emission bands also of MMLCT nature shifted to slightly lower energies. The formation of vesicles or nanorods/nanofibres as a function of the solvent nature and polarity was explained by the different polar/apolar affinities exerted by the anionic sulfonate groups with respect to the Pt(bzimpy) and the alkynyl coligand. The aggregation-deaggregation-aggregation process is accompanied by solvatochromism, from red (vesicles) to yellow (small aggregates) and blue (complex Pt_5a) or magenta (complex Pt_5c) for the nanorods and nanofibres.

The introduction of an aromatic unit into the alkynyl coligand changes the shape of the supramolecular aggregates in water into 2D structures, dictated by the presence and length of alkyl chains grafted [105]. The complexes without long alkyl chains (complexes Pt_6a-c in Figure 8) form
sheet-like bilayered structures with the sulfonyl groups pointing towards the water and the core formed by Pt(bzimpy) and the aromatic rings of the coligands (classical mode—Figure 5). With increasing chain length (complexes Pt_6d-g in Figure 5), nanofibres are formed, with diameters that increase gradually with the increase of the alkyl chain lengths (from 4 to 10 nm) (classical mode—Figure 5). Both structures are stabilized by intermolecular Pt⋯Pt and π-π stacking interactions having emissions originating from 3MMLCT excited states. The sheet-like nanostructures exhibit structureless emission bands centred at 693–698 nm, while the nanofibres exhibit more vibronic-structured emissions, with the maxima blue shifted towards lower energies. A further blue-shift is observed with increasing chain length (from 594 nm for complex Pt_6d to 644 nm for complex Pt_6g) indicating a closer packing of the emitters due to the compensation of the repulsive electrostatic interactions between the metal containing head groups by the increasing hydrophobic interactions.

The amphiphilicity of the Pt(II) complexes based on bzimpy and aromatic alkynyl was further modulated [106] by a consecutive substitution with two hydrophilic 3EG chains and two hydrophobic dodecyloxy alkyl chains in a reverse mode: complex Pt_7a has the hydrophilic chains grafted on the bzimpy ligand and the alkyl chains in the meta positions of the ancillary ligand, while complex Pt_7b has the hydrophilic units on the ancillary ligand, the bzimpy being substituted with TEG chains (Figure 8). Surprisingly, only complex Pt_7a was soluble in water, forming nanostructures with morphology and photophysical properties depending on temperature, highlighting the delicate balance of intermolecular noncovalent forces needed for the assembly. At a low temperature in water (5-27.5 °C), complex Pt_7a forms sheet-like bilayered structures (few μm in size and 10 nm in height) (classical mode bilayered sheet—Figure 5), with a vibronic-structured 3IL band centred at 568 nm, while with increasing temperature (range of transition temperature between 30 and 42.5 °C on heating), micellar supramolecular structures (classical mode—Figure 5) are formed (diameter = 8–19 nm) with structureless emission originating from 3MMLCT excited states and a red-shifted maxima at 710 nm, highlighting the formation of Pt⋯Pt and π-π stacking interactions. The solubility of complex Pt_7a in water was attributed to the ability of self-assembling into micellar structures due to the large hydrophilic head group that points toward water and a more condensed hydrophobic unit occupying a smaller area giving, thus, the necessary curvature to assembly into
spherical micelles, while complex Pt7b does not fulfill these requirements, hence resulting in being water insoluble.

Supramolecular amphiphiles were obtained with Pt(II) complexes based on bzimpy functionalized with 3EG chains and connecting anionic surfactants through donor or electrostatic interactions, respectively sodium dodecyl sulfonate (SDS) and sodium dodecanoate (SD) (complexes Pt8a-b in Figure 8) [107]. Complex Pt8a with only one hydrophobic chain formed in water solution rod-like aggregates (classical mode—Figure 5) of several \( \mu \)m length and 159 ± 25 nm width, with a strong red emission centred at 618 nm consistent with the \( ^3\text{MMLCT} \) state. Complex Pt8b with an increased hydrophobic part with respect to complex Pt8a formed sheet-like aggregates (classical mode—Figure 5). The CACs for both complexes reduced with two orders of magnitude with respect to their corresponding anionic surfactant precursors.

In the following, the two Pt(II) (bzimpy) were linked by an oligo(p-phenyleneethynylene) ligand yielding dinuclear ionic Pt(II) complexes [108]. The peripheral bzimpy ligands were functionalized with hydrophobic alkyl or alkyne chains of different lengths, while on the alkynyl backbone, hydrophilic 3EG chains were grafted (complexes Pt9a-l in Figure 9).

In DMSO solution the complexes aggregate into non-misive plate structures with hydrodynamic diameters of ca. 1000 nm and minor involvement of Pt⋯Pt interactions. The addition of water until 20% induces a change in the morphology of the supramolecular structures from plate to fibres with a reduced dimension to ca. 800 nm. The process is accompanied by a color change from yellow to orange associated to the switching on of Pt⋯Pt and \( \pi-\pi \) stacking interactions in more polar media that induces a red phosphorescence with emission maxima at \( \sim 700 \) nm derived from the formed \( ^3\text{MMLCT} \) excited states. Upon further addition of water, another change of the morphology into spherical aggregates with even lower dimensions (ca. 100 nm) is obtained, with increasing strength of metal-metal and \( \pi-\pi \) stacking interactions, as showed by the increase of the emission intensity and a further redshift of the emission maxima. The photophysical properties were found to be influenced mostly by steric factors, while the self-assembling mechanism depends greatly by the hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratio. However, upon increasing alkyl chain length, a change in the mechanism assembly was observed from isodesmic (complex Pt9a) to cooperative (complexes Pt9b-d) and again to isodesmic (complex Pt9e). The same change in the self-assembling mechanism was observed for complexes Pt9d-l, where a cooperative mechanism could be achieved only for the complexes with balanced hydrophilic/hydrophobic interactions, while isodesmic mechanism was found for the complexes with increased hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity, respectively.

\[ (3)\text{Pt(II) Complexes Based on Terpyridine-Type (tpy) Ligand} \]

Another highly versatile planar tridentate \( N^\land N^\land N \) ligand intensively used in obtaining emissive Pt(II) complexes is terpyridine (tpy) [109–111]. Yu et al. employed this ligand to obtain ionic amphiphilic Pt(II) complexes with alkynyl coligands that have covalently attached solubilizing neutral or charged groups (complexes Pt10a-d, Figure 10) [112]. They aggregate in water-ACN mixture and aqueous buffer solutions showing a weak emission in NIR region; however, no further information about the supramolecular morphology was reported.

Subsequently, a comprehensive study of the morphology and photophysical properties of the supramolecular assemblies formed in water by Pt(II) complexes by a successive functionalization of tpy or aromatic phenylalkynyl ligands with hydrophilic 3EG chains was undertaken [113]. The molecular engineering of the chemical structures targeted successive increase of the hydrophilic part by functionalization with one, two, or three 3EG chains of the aromatic alkynyl ligand and presence of solubilizing Cl counterion (complexes Pt11a-c in Figure 10) and, respectively, the increase of the hydrophobic part by grafting two hydrophobic chains with increasing alkyl chain length on tpy and metathesis with OTf counterion, while maintaining constant the phenylalkynyl ligand substituted with two 3EG chains in the meta position (complexes Pt11d-g in Figure 10). The study highlighted the need of a judicious molecular design to obtain stable supramolecular nanostructures: regarding complexes Pt11a-c, only the first two formed micrometer long fibres (diameter: 5 nm for Pt11a and 8-10 nm for Pt11b) (reverse mode—Figure 5) with NIR emissive properties in water (structureless band centred at ca. 785 nm) upon aggregate formation by increasing concentration, due to stacking of complexes by metal-metal and \( \pi-\pi \) interactions. Although similar energies of the \( ^3\text{MMLCT} \) emission bands suggest a similar strength Pt⋯Pt interaction in all three complexes, the presence of three hydrophilic 3EG chains prevents the formation of defined aggregate species.

Regarding complexes Pt11d-g the functionalization of the tpy ligand with hydrophobic units induces insolubility in water, which was exploited to construct supramolecular assemblies in DMSO/H\(_2\)O mixture with increasing water content. The hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratio is also in this case necessary to be judiciously balanced. Complex Pt11g with the longest octyldecyloxy chains precipitated directly on addition of water to the solution of DMSO containing the complex, while complex Pt11f formed initially small spherical structures that grew into rod-like aggregates but collapsed back to small aggregates by increasing water content. Complexes Pt11d and Pt11e show similar behaviour, forming by an isodesmic process twisted fibrous supramolecular aggregates upon water addition in the DMSO solutions containing the dissolved complexes. Although they did not show luminescence in DMSO solution, upon addition of water the appearance and increase of low-energy \( ^3\text{MMLCT} \) emission band at ca. 770 and 710 nm for Pt11d and Pt11e, respectively, showed the formation of aggregates through Pt⋯Pt and \( \pi-\pi \) stacking interactions, confirmed also by the color change from yellow to orange. TEM investigations showed that only complex Pt11e was able to form well-ordered twisted fibres, while the images recorded for complex Pt11d in DMSO/H\(_2\)O (9:1 \( v/v \)) showed the coexistence of tiny spherical fragments and long fibres.
Supramolecular Pt(II) Amphiphilic Metallaclips. Supramolecular organoplatinum(II) metallaclips were obtained through a one-step coordination driven self-assembly by Wang et al. [114, 115]. Subsequent self-assembly into luminescent nanostructures built up by additional noncovalent interactions like hydrophobic, Pt⋯Pt and π–π stacking took place in water. The design of the amphiphilic supramolecular coordination complexes was based on a water soluble component, a dicarboxylic acid functionalized with 4EG chains (WSCL) and two hydrophobic units, a metal containing component (cis-(PET3)2Pt(OTf)2) (Pt(II)) and tetra(4-pyridyl)phenylene (TPPE) yielding the supramolecular complex Pt_12a, and tetrapyridylporphyrin (TPP) yielding the supramolecular complex Pt_12b (Figure 11).

Both complexes formed homogenous solutions in water and organic solvents. Complex Pt_12a exhibited a bright yellow fluorescence in polar solvents and blue luminescence in less polar solvents. In water, complex Pt_12a showed emission in the blue region of the spectra with increased intensity due to the formation of sheet-like structures. Hence, tuning of the shape and emission properties of nanostructures was obtained in MeOH solution with the addition of increasing amount of water. At low water content (10%), 150 nm diameter nanoparticles were observed by SEM investigations that grew in diameter with increasing water content until 30%. Between 40 and 70%, the particles assembled into planes while sheet-like structures were totally formed at water content >70%. The sheet-like structure formation was accompanied by a drastic increase of the emission intensity and a blue-shift of the emission maxima.

Regarding complex Pt_12b, it was found that in water, it formed different shape aggregates as a function of concentration. By increasing the concentration, upon CAC which was found to be around 2.30 · 10⁻⁶ M, multilayer wall vesicles with average diameter of ca. 200 nm and wall thickness 20 nm were formed that transformed into nanofibres at 5 · 10⁻⁴ M, due to the ordering of the hydrophobic cores through π–π stacking while the hydrophilic 4EG chains extended radially from the cylindrical framework facing the water media. Although the emission spectra showed the characteristic bands of porphyrin, the intensity of the emission were lower with respect to those recorded in organic solvents, showing a quenching of fluorescence by aggregation.

4.2.2. Bulky Coordination Geometry Complexes. Although higher coordination number complexes have increased difficulty in ordering into soft supramolecular structures due to the bulky voluminous geometry, by a judicious functionalization remarkable self-assembling abilities were obtained also with octahedral Re(I), Ru(II), or Ir(III) species. The great efforts were compensated by the remarkable photophysical properties of these complexes in a biological relevant environment such as tunable emission color, intense fluorescence and emitting excited states generated by spin forbidden transitions. Importantly, the close-pack of these molecules into supramolecular assemblies may hinder the quenching phenomena due to dioxygen diffusion, a major drawback suffered by these complexes. On the other side, a close-pack of chromophores may lower the quantum yields and shorten the lifetimes due to formation of new excited states that may decay to the ground state via nonradiative paths. The
protophysical properties of these systems are thus usually resulting from a combination of different processes.

Hydrophobic dinuclear neutral Re(I) tricarbonyl complexes were functionalized with polar tails (3EG or 4EG) through rigid aromatic or flexible alkyl hydrophilic groups (complexes Re_1a-d in Figure 12) [116]. All complexes resulted soluble in dioxane, showing the photophysical features of monomeric species, respectively, featureless emission at r.t. arising mainly from MLCT excited state, centred at ca. 560 nm for complexes Re_1b-d, while the emission of Re_1a is red-shifted to 603 nm due to the lower energy of its emitting excited state in line with a more π-conjugated ligand. In dioxane/water mixture, at high water content (>80%), aggregation into globular supramolecular structures (Dh = 200 – 400 nm) with monodispersed nanosizes for Re_1a and Re_1c and nonhomogeneous size distribution with the presence of small amorphous aggregates for complexes for Re_1b and Re_1d was observed. The aggregation was mainly attributed to the close packing of hydrophobic Re(I) complexes in the centre of the nanostructures with the hydrophilic tails forming a solvated shell. This was sustained by photophysical investigations, where a blue shift of the emission maxima with 15-30 nm was detected, meaning that the emitting state of the metal complexes experienced a less polar environment being protected from the direct contact with water. The aggregation was accompanied by a substantial increase of photoluminescence quantum yield and increased excited lifetime values which resulted monoexponential for complexes Re_1a and Re_1c, respectively, biexponential for complexes Re_1b and Re_1d. Complexes Re_1b and Re_1d having longer connecting units with higher mobility formed less uniform aggregates, while complex Re_1c with reduced overall hydrophobicity aggregated at higher water content (90%), however, forming larger supramolecular architectures with the highest values of emission quantum yields (Φ = 0.19). The best packing capability was shown by complex Re_1a, where the extra phenyl group probably favoured additional intermolecular stabilization through π–π interactions.

The self-assembly of alkoxy-bridged dinuclear Re(I) (complexes Re_2a-c in Figure 12) molecular rectangles into nanosized aggregates was studied in ACN-water mixtures by Manimaran et al. [117]. The formation of aggregates with increasing water content was accompanied by a substantial increase of the emission intensity and lifetimes, and a blue-shift of the emission maxima, indicating a situation in which the complexes suffer by a lesser extent from exposure to solvent molecules, experiencing a more rigid environment and a less distorted excited-state environment. DSL experiments supported the presence of aggregation; however, no further information about the morphology of the nanostructures was given.

Figure 10: Amphiphilic Pt(II) complexes based on tpy and alkynyl ligands.
Figure 11: Chemical structures of the different units forming the supramolecular metallaclops Pt_12a and Pt_12b.

Figure 12: Neutral and ionic octahedral metal complexes.
Amphiphilic ionic complexes Ru_1 and Ir_1 (Figure 12), having the charged complex cation as hydrophilic unit and one of the bipyridine ligands functionalized in the 4,4’-positions with 17 methylene units as hydrophobic part, similar to classical surfactants, were reported [118]. Upon CAC ($5 \cdot 10^{-5}$ M for complex Ru_1 and $3 \cdot 10^{-6}$ μM), the complexes aggregated into spherical micelles formed by the segregation of the hydrophobic chains inside the core, with the charged hydrophilic complex cations facing the water media. The formation of the aggregates was sustained by the appearance of an additional longer emission lifetime and the increase of emission quantum yields, indicative of a close proximity of chromophores that reduced the nonradiative decays due to vibrational modes and disfavoured oxygen diffusion. Mixed micellar structures were prepared with efficient electronic energy-transfer processes between the electronic energy acceptor Ru_1 and the energy donor Ir_1.

A reverse molecular design was further employed: the molecular amphiphiles were formed by a neutral emissive Ir(III) complex with two cyclometallating phenylpyridine ligands and a picolinate ancillary ligand substituted with Ir(III) complex with two cyclometallating phenylpyridine molecular amphiphiles were formed by a neutral emissive acceptor Ru_1 and the energy donor Ir_1.

Increasing the ionic strength of the solution by adding NaCl, the intensity of the emission increased without affecting the emission energy or the excited state lifetimes. This pointed towards a stabilization of the nanostructures due to the screening of the repulsive Coulombic interactions and the increase of hydrophobic effect, without affecting the morphology of the aggregates. However, without NaCl, large densely packed sheet-like structures were formed, accompanied by a red-shift of the luminescence emission maxima due to a more reduced Au⋯Au distance in the planar morphology.

4.3. Nonconventional Structure Transition Metal Coordination Complexes. Some examples of luminescent metal complexes that do not have well-defined polar/apolar molecular parts but self-assembly through similar mechanisms and forces into supramolecular structures in aqueous media were quite recently reported. This included an Au(I) linear complex formed with two hydrophilic monodentate ligands and some Pt(II) and Ir(III) complexes that self-assembled into chromonic or chromonic-type lyotropic liquid crystalline states.

The linearly coordinated Au_1 complex (Figure 13) formed with a water soluble trisulfonated-triphenylphosphane, and a hydrophilic peptide was shown to form well-defined spherical nanoparticles in buffered water solution under physiological ionic strength [120]. The micellar solutions at a concentration of 66.7 μM showed an unstructured weak long-lived emission band centred at 520 nm from trip...
aggregation causing radiationless decay in solution. Studies reporting on linear Au(I) [124] and tetracoordinated Ag(I) [125] showed no emission properties in water probably due to a total quenching of luminescence.

In this ambit, Lu et al. reported luminescent planar-shape cationic Pt(II) complexes having solubilizing chloride or sulfate anions, able to self-assemble in water into ordered polyelectrolytic microfibres (complexes Pt\textsubscript{13a-d}, Pt\textsubscript{14a-b}, and Pt\textsubscript{15} in Figure 14) [126]. The complexes formed oligomeric structures even at very low concentration in water (ca. 0.0013 wt%). Unsubstituted complexes (Pt\textsubscript{13a}, Pt\textsubscript{14a}, and Pt\textsubscript{15}) exhibited in water a structureless red emission centred at 677 (Pt\textsubscript{14a}) and 655 nm (Pt\textsubscript{15a}) assigned to a $^3$MMLCT (metal-to-ligand charge transfer) excited state due to the formation of molecular aggregates through Pt⋯Pt interactions, while complex Pt\textsubscript{15} was not emissive. The formation of oligomers was followed by addition of increased volumes of water into a methanolic solution of complexes Pt\textsubscript{13a} and Pt\textsubscript{14a} where the complexes exist as solvated single molecules, exhibiting vibronically structured high-energy emissions with peak maxima at 525 and 480 nm assigned to a mixture of $^3$MLCT/$^1$ILCT (intraligand charge transfer) excited states. With increasing water ratio, the formation of oligomers through metallophilic interactions is clearly evidenced by the substantial increase of emission energy and red-shift of the emission maxima. Interestingly, further increase of complex concentration in water leads to the formation of lyotropic chromonic liquid crystalline phases, as proven by POM observations and $^1$H and $^2$H NMR studies. The concentration for the mesophase formation depended strongly on the ligands’ and substituents’ nature, being estimated at r.t. around 1.5, 2.0, and 10 wt% for complexes Pt\textsubscript{13a-c}, Pt\textsubscript{14a-b}, and Pt\textsubscript{15}, respectively. The mesophases of complexes Pt\textsubscript{13a-c} and Pt\textsubscript{14a-b} showed exceptionally high extensional viscosity, permitting the obtainment of semicrystalline, optically uniaxial, and strongly luminescent microfibres directly from concentrated solutions. Metallophilic d$^8$⋯d$^8$ and ligand-ligand interactions were observed along the fibres’ long axis that together with hydrophobic interactions overrode the electrostatic repulsion between charged species, permitting the cations to pile up and form polyelectrolytic microfibres which further organize in water into chromonic ordered mesophases.

Complex Pt\textsubscript{13a} was furthermore covalently interconnected through a flexible oligo(oxyethylene) chain of different length obtaining, thus, dicatonic species Pt\textsubscript{16a-d}X (Figure 14) that as a function of the bridge length formed hydrogels with optical anisotropy and 1D nematic order deriving from the original complex [127]. The mesophase morphology and luminescence was modulated by the inter- and intramolecular interactions dictated by the oligo(oxyethylene) flexible bridge. Indeed, the emission energies of the complexes Pt\textsubscript{16a-d}X recorded in ACN solution at r.t. are remarkably different, revealing a significant influence of the intra- and/or intermolecular interactions, the spectroscopic behaviour in temperature showed a predominance of intermolecular interactions for complexes Pt\textsubscript{16b}PF\textsubscript{6} and Pt\textsubscript{16c}PF\textsubscript{6} with moderate bridge length. In water solution, even at low concentration (10$^{-5}$ M), a red-shifted emission for complexes containing Cl as counterion Pt\textsubscript{16a-d}Cl was observed due to oligomerization through Pt⋯Pt and π–π stacking interactions, while with increasing concentration, liquid crystalline phases were formed. Complexes Pt\textsubscript{16b}Cl and Pt\textsubscript{16c}Cl formed liquid crystalline phases in water at
2 wt% and hydrogels which still maintained the liquid crystalline ordering at higher concentration (4.8 wt%), while the mesophase of complex Pt_16d·Cl retained its fluidity even at high complex concentration (>15 wt%).

Planar shape Rh(I) coordination complexes based on 2,6-xylylisoxyanide ligands bearing solubilizing counterions (complexes Rh_1a-c in Figure 14) were showed to self-aggregate into luminescent crystalline nanowires through a nucleation-elongation mechanism, distinct from the iso-desmic aggregation of chromonic compounds [128]. As a function of concentration and processing, the complexes formed a variety of hierarchically organized superstructures: by solubilizing the complexes at low concentration in boiling water (10⁻²–10⁻⁴ M), dimeric aggregates with short Rh⋯Rh interactions formed, while by cooling the red-wine solutions, additional molecules associated to the dimers, the color changed to blue, typical for trimeric or higher number aggregates. After aging the solutions at r.t., randomly distributed ultralong crystalline nanowires in the blue aqueous were obtained, with a structureless NIR emission centred at 806 nm, typical to extended Rh⋯Rh interactions.

(2)Ir(III) Octahedral Complexes. Although chromonic systems are generally characterized by planar structures surrounded by peripheral solubilizing and/or ionic groups, or ionic square planar geometry metal complexes having hydrophilic counterions, Yadav et al. showed for the first time self-assembly into chromonic-like mesophases of bulky octahedral luminescent Ir(III) complexes [129] (complexes Ir_3a-c in Figure 15). Even if they belong to a family of Ir(III) emitters of general formula [(ppy)_2Ir(N^N)]^+X− where ppy is 2-phenylpyridine and N^N is 2,2'-bipyridine or 1,10-phananthroline, highly researched for practical applications for Light Emitting Electrochemical Cells (LEECs) [130, 131], only by changing the counterions with carboxylates of various alkyl chains, water solubility, and self-assembling ability into chromonic-like liquid crystalline phases was induced [132] (complexes Ir_4 in Figure 15).

A detailed structural analysis by WAXS, SAXS, and SANS experiments performed for Ir_3a complex in both anisotropic gel and isotropic phases showed that in water the complexes self-assembled into double string polyelectrolytic supramolecular columns surrounded by solvated counterions. These aggregated species existed also at low concentration (1% w/w) but without positional order, and grew unidimensionally by increasing concentration until the transition into 2D rectangular lattices (1.3-1.8% w/w for complexes Ir_3a-c and 6.0% w/w for complex Ir_4), accompanied by a drastic increase of viscosity.

The gelling and appearance of positional long-range order specific to liquid crystalline systems resulted only from the interactions between increasing number of strands, with preserving their shape, similar to the assembly of chromonic polyelectrolyte columns. Due to structural differences between the typical chromonic planar molecules and the Ir(III) complexes with rather bowl-like geometry, the self-assembly was tentatively explained by a difference in the charge distribution in the coordination shell forming areas with rather hydrophobic character next to areas with rather hydrophilic character that led to aggregation in water.

Accurate photophysical investigations carried out on isotropic water solutions containing the polyelectrolytic strings without positional order and viscous mesophases at room temperature by varying temperature sustained the structural investigations and offered more information about the system behaviour, considering a similar aggregation for all complexes Ir_3a-c and Ir_4. Importantly, a significant improvement of the emission efficiencies and blue-shift of the emission maxima was observed in water with respect to the solvated complexes in diluted methanol. Due to aggregation, the enhancement of rigidity and lack of strong interchromophoric contacts experienced by the Ir(III) bpy-based complexes Ir_3a-c, the isotropic aqueous solutions (1%w/w) at r.t. shows emission mainly from a ³MLCT state, with a progressive blue-shift of the emission maxima with increasing counterion chain length (λ = 564, 554, and 540 nm for complexes Ir_3a, Ir_3b, and Ir_3c, respectively) due to an increase of medium rigidity. The triexponential emission decay recorded suggested several different molecular environment experienced by the Ir(III) complexes. Thus, the longest luminescent lifetime component was attributed to the fraction of Ir(III) molecules forming the strand structures, while the shorter lifetime minor fraction component was attributed to the Ir(III) species in molecular form or existing as smaller aggregates. Keeping the concentration constant (1% w/w), the isotropic solution of complex Ir_3c already contained an important fraction of the longer time component (81.5%) with respect to its shorter alkyl chain analogues Ir_3a (43%) and Ir_3b (50%) indicating a lowering of gelation concentration.

A substantial increase of the number of Ir(III) molecules self-associating to form strands for complexes Ir_3a and Ir_3b, with complete (Ir_3a and Ir_3c) or quasicomplete disappearance (Ir_3b) of the monomeric species was found in the mesophases (2.5% w/w). By increasing temperature, a significant decrease of the luminescence lifetimes and emission efficiencies is observed, accompanied by a negligible red-
shift of the emission maxima, indicating different quenching mechanisms beside the nonradiative processes related to thermal agitation, respectively, a more efficient oxygen quenching process due to the increase of oxygen mobility.

By changing the ancillary ligand from bpy to phen, increasing the rigidity and aromaticity of the ligand, a higher concentration is needed for the transition to the viscous mesophase (6.0%) for complex Ir_4 with respect to complex Ir_3a having both acetate as counterions, while a lower viscosity and more fluid mesophase is obtained for the former. Accurate rheological investigations carried out on the isotropic and mesomorphic water solutions of complexes Ir_3a and its analogues Ir_4 corroborated with photophysical data showed important differences in their self-assembling ability. Regarding complex Ir_4, photophysical investigations carried out in water diluted solution (1% w/w) showed a biexponential life time, with an emission maxima centred at 600 nm and an emission efficiency of 0.06%. Increasing concentration to 6.5% w/w, a blue-shift of the emission maxima (λ = 570 nm) and a multiexponential emission decay were observed, which were attributed to aggregation phenomena. The weight of the components is distributed between two types of aggregates: polyelectrolytic strands and smaller aggregates with more symmetric shape, thus forming a less viscous and more dynamic ordered mesophase evidenced by rheological investigations.

5. Concluding Remarks and Perspectives

Supramolecular self-assembly is a key approach for the design and development of nanostructured systems and has become a fundamental method for the formation of advanced nanomaterials. This strategy focuses on different types of interacting (and communicating) building blocks to perform preprogrammed advanced functions [133–136]. The novel structures and properties obtained by the efficient use of noncovalent forces (and structure directing interactions) provide additional flexibility for the design and development of versatile smart materials [137–139], biomaterials [140–142], and functional nanodevices [143–145].

The self-assembly processes may become particularly intriguing if amphiphilic molecules are involved. In addition to the wide scenario of possible interactions between amphiphiles (polar and apolar interactions, steric hindrance, H-bonds, π–π interactions, etc.), further situations have been considered in this work: (i) the existence of multiple polar and apolar groups within the molecular architecture and (ii) the presence of metal atoms, which can directly interact with the amphiphiles by coordination bonds and with themselves by metallophilic bonds. The consequent formation of amphiphilic metal complexes causes a real explosion of the number of possible supramolecular structures. In this context, if noble metal atoms are involved, novel photophysical properties can be parallel envisaged. Pt(II) certainly plays a pivotal role due to its versatility in forming supramolecular structures, but also Re, Rh, Ru, Ir, and Au give interesting photophysical properties within certain complexes. Type of metal, oxidation state, counterions, number of complexing sites in the ligands, and their amphiphilicity (distribution of polar and apolar parts within their molecular architecture) as well as concentration, type of solvent, and temperature are all factors governing the overall self-assembly and, consequently, the behaviour towards the absorption of photons of the resulting structures, the nature of the excited states, and the modes of decays. Modern research is obviously exploring the possibility to exploit all these potentialities for specific applications (bioimaging, biosensing, Light Emitting Electrochemical Cells, etc.). However, in our opinion, these potentialities are even more effective if molecular architecture can be manipulated by synthetic chemistry, allowing the obtaiiment of a virtually unlimited scenario of possible molecules and consequently novel properties. The rich ingredients we have shown in this work allow researchers to push towards the invention of smart materials, i.e., those materials whose photophysical properties can change according to an external stimulus. After all, this path has already been seen in living structures, where the availability of a high number of chemical species, together with the intelligent use of opportune molecules, causes the formation of complex structures with emerging properties and complex behaviour, able to react to an external stimulus.

In a similar way, the possibility to control the complexity in the nanoworld would make real the building up of “artificial” systems that could improve human life by realizing novel complex molecular materials/systems/devices amplifying the range of their capabilities in every desired field. We really hope, with this contribution, to have made the reader curious to this exciting aspect, encouraging, at the same time, future research to focus on this aspect. A gradual development is advisable, passing from the exploitation of the individual/specific properties of the compounds we have presented, to the tuning of their properties in accordance with suitable external stimuli. This is to give, hopefully, stimuli-responsive smart materials, which, for sure, represent one of the most appealing trends in current scientific research.
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